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Overview

• The Right of Establishment

• The Effect of Article 49 TFEU

• The Scope of Article 49 TFEU (what is ‘restriction’)

• Establishment of companies

• Comparing the Freedoms

• Summary



Relevant sources

• Chapter 2 of Title IV TFEU

• Case law

• Secondary legislation:

– Directive 2006/123/EC on services in the internal market (Services 

Directive)

– Directive 2005/36/EC on recognition of professional qualifications

(RPQ Directive)

– [CRD 2004/38 – right to entry, residence for self-employed citizens

and family members]

– + Barnard, p 269 et seq and p 381 et seq



The Right of Establishment – TFEU provisions

• Article 49 TFEU: «restrictions» on FoE and the rights 

conferred

• Article 50 TFEU: directives on FoE particular activity

• Article 51 TFEU: «exercise of official authority» 

• Article 52 TFEU: derogation public policy, security and 

health

• Article 53 TFEU (Natural Persons) mutual recognition of PQ 

(+ Directive 2005/36)

• Article 54 TFEU (Legal Persons) Equal treatment to 

companies

• Article 55 TFEU: equal treatment re participation in the 

capital of companies 



The Right of Establishment

• The right of establishment covers all measures which 

permit or even merely facilitate access to another 

Member State and the pursuit of economic activity in that 

State by allowing the persons concerned to participate in 

the economic life of the country effectively and under the 

same conditions as national operators (C-411/03 SEVIC 

Systems)



Primary and Secondary Establishment - Article 

49(1) 

Within the framework of the provisions set out below, 

restrictions on the freedom of establishment of 

nationals of a Member State in the territory of another 

Member State shall be prohibited.[primary 

establishment] 

Such prohibition shall also apply to restrictions on 

the setting-up of agencies, branches or subsidiaries 

by nationals of any Member State established in the 

territory of any Member State. [secondary 

establishment]



The Right of Establishment

• Abolition of restrictions on primary and secondary

establishment in another MS (Article 49 first paragraph)

– Recently less focus on this dichotomy but rather on general 

interference with the FoE (e.g. SEVIC Systems)

• Right to pursue self-employed activities on equal footing

with nationals of the MS (Article 49 2nd paragraph)

– Freedom of establishment shall include the right to take up and 

pursue activities  …. under the conditions laid down for its own 

nationals by the law of the country where such establishment is 

effected … 



Establishment by natural persons

• What is a ‘self-employed’ person? (cf Worker)

– Outside the relationship of subordination

– Bear risk of success or failure

– Paid directly and in full

– (Jany)

• Examples: mainly professionals – broad meaning

– Jany C-268/99 [2001]

– ‘activities of an industrial or commercial character, activities of

craftsmen, or activities of the professions of a MS’ (C-257/99

Barkoci and Malik)

– + CRD 2004/38 Art 7.3: citizens who are no longer self-

employed (sickness, temporary unemployment, vocational

training)



Establishment versus Services

• C-55/94 Gebhard

• 25 The concept of establishment within the meaning of the Treaty 

is therefore a very broad one, allowing a Community national to 

participate, on a stable and continuous basis, in the economic 

life of a Member State other than his State of origin and to profit 

therefrom, so contributing to economic and social 

interpenetration within the Community in the sphere of activities 

as self-employed persons (see, to this effect, Case 2/74 Reyners v 

Belgium [1974] ECR 631, paragraph 21). 

• 26 In contrast, where the provider of services moves to another 

Member State, the provisions of the chapter on services, in 

particular the third paragraph of Article 60, envisage that he is to 

pursue his activity there on a temporary basis. 



• 27 As the Advocate General has pointed out, the 

temporary nature of the activities in question has to be 

determined in the light, not only of the duration of 

the provision of the service, but also of its 

regularity, periodicity or continuity. The fact that the 

provision of services is temporary does not mean that 

the provider of services within the meaning of the 

Treaty may not equip himself with some form of 

infrastructure in the host Member State (including an 

office, chambers or consulting rooms) in so far as such 

infrastructure is necessary for the purposes of 

performing the services in question. 



The effect of Article 49 TFEU

• Direct effect of Article 49 TFEU – individuals can invoke it in 

the national courts /in the absence of secondary legislation

– 2/74Reyners v Belgium (equal treatment)

– 71/76 Thieffry (Adequacy of qualifications)

– 340/89 Vlassopolou (duty of MS authorities to consider and 

compare qualifications)

• important role of ECJ in bolstering the effectiveness of FoE

• Is FoE horizontally applicable? 

– C-309/99 Wouters

– C-438/05 Viking and C-341/05 Laval



The scope of the right of establishment 

• to take up and pursue activities as self-employed persons 

– Right of access to self-employment

– The exercise of the activities as self-employed

– [CRD 2004/38: exit, entry, residence and expulsion of all EU 
citizens and their family members into a host Member State

• Rights of self-employed: Art 7(1)(a) 

• Derogations on grounds public policy, security and health, art 27

• to set up and manage undertakings,

– Also the right to set up branches/agencies (secondary 
establishment)

• under the conditions laid down for its own nationals by the law 
of the country where such establishment is effected



The scope of the right of establishment 

• Right of access to self-employment

– Equal treatment: Reyners (direct discrimination prohibited); 

– Indirect discrimination prohibited: e.g.Gullung 292/86 

– Vlassopoulou C-340/89, Klopp: Emphasis on restriction on access 

not on whether rule is discriminatory

• The exercise of activities as self-employed

– C-162/99 Commission v Italy (dentists)

– Equal treatment: C-168/91Konstantinidis 

– Social advantages, equal treatment 

– Taxation



The Scope of Article 49 – what restrictions are 

prohibited?

• Discriminatory restrictions – direct and indirect 

discrimination

– Art 49.2 TFEU: under the conditions laid down for its own 

nationals

– Direct discrimination clearly outlawed (Reyners)

• BUT public policy, security and health derogation Art 52.1

– Indirect discrimination – unless justified by ‘imperative 

requirements in the general interest’ (+proport)

• Non-discriminatory restrictions?

– 107/83 Klopp 

– C-55/94 Gebhard



Gebhard

• National rule which hinders access to the market

breaches EU law («liable to hinder or make less 

attractive the exercise of fundamental freedoms..»)

• UNLESS justified under the Gebhard criteria applies:

– Applied in non-discriminatory manner

– Justified by imperative requirements in the general interest

– Sutable for securing the attainment of the objective which it 

pursues

– Not beyond what is necessary and proportional



Viking, C-438/05 [2007]

• Collective action initiated by trade union against private 

undertaking to induce undertaking to enter collective 

agreement in a given MS and to apply terms to employees 

of a subsidiary established in another MS, constitutes 

restriction within Article 49 UNLESS objectively justified 

under Gebhard criteria.



• Reverse discrimination and Wholly Internal situations (when

can nationals rely on Article 49 in their own Member State?)

– Right to exit 

– 115/78 Knoors (recognition of qualifications obtained in another

MS) and C-118/09 Koller (EU element is present, so no longer 

‘wholly internal’ situation

• C-212/06 Belgian Social Security (reverse discrimination)



Mutual Recognition of Qualifications

• No EU legislation

• Patrick 11/77 (architect – qualifications not recognised by 
France based on discrimination)

• Thieffry 71/76 (shift away from discrimination & to mutual 
recognition)

• Vlassopoulou C-340/89

• Where EU legislation: Directive 2005/36 (RPQ) (repealing 
earlier Directives 89/48 & 92/51 on qualifications)



Establishment by Companies (Legal 

Persons)

• Equal treatment of companies, Article 54(1) TFEU

– Formed under the law of a Member State

– registered office, central administration or principal place of 
business within the EU

– To be treated in the same way as natural persons who are 
nationals of Member States

• Broad definition of a ‘company’, Art 54(2) TFEU

– Companies or firms constituted under civil or commercial law, 

including cooperative societies, and other legal persons governed 

by public or private law, save for those which are non-profit-making



When is a company established in a 

Member State?

• Must have a registered office and principal place of business 
somewhere in EU

• Even if it does not conduct business of any kind in that State

– 79/85Segers
– acceptance of the proposition that the Member State in which a 

company seeks to establish itself may freely apply to it a different 
treatment solely by reason of the fact that its registered office is 
situated in another Member States would deprive Article [54] of all 
meaning

– C-212/97 Centros

• 205/84 Insurance Services case



Regulatory competition

• Centros C-212/97 [1999]

30. Accordingly, the refusal of a MS to register a branch of a 
company formed in accordance with the law of another MS in 
which it has its registered office on the grounds that the branch is 
intended to enable the company to carry on its economic activity in 
the host State, with the result that the secondary establishment 
escapes national rules on the provision for and the paying-up 
of a minimum capital, is incompatible with [Arts 49 & 54 TFEU], 
in so far as it prevents any exercise of the right freely to set up a 
secondary establishment which [Arts 49 & 54 TFEU] are 
specifically intended to guarantee.



Rights conferred on the companies under FoE

• Right to set up and manage undertakings (primary

establishment)

• Right to set up agencies, branches, subsidiaries by 

nationals of MSs established in the territory of another

MS (secondary establishment)
– Only if already established elsewhere in EU

• Discrimination in direct taxation not permitted unless justified

– Prevention of tax avoidance, tax havens&artificial arrangements 

and similar + proportional



Rights conferred on the companies under FoE

• Rights of departure;  Cartesio 210/06

• Right to leave are similar to natural persons’ rights (cf. 

CRD 2004/38) but 81/87Daily Mail:

– No unfettered right to move registered office or central 

management to another MS while retaining establishment in 

the original MS – the latter may apply conditions

• Require to settle taxes before moving

• Require to wind up  the company in the (origin) MS

• To what extent may companies rely on Article 49 when it 

seeks various forms of establishment in several MS, in the 

absence of EU harmonization?



Other useful cases on FoE for companies

• C-208/00Uberseering

– Tension between different approaches to company law in EU

– Incorporation principle versus company seat principle; requirement 

to re-incorporate to obtain legal capacity in another MS

• C-167/01Inspired Art  (confirmed Centros)

– Imposition of requirement of minimum share capital and director’s 

liability on a company incorporated elsewhere in EU

• Cartesio Oktato C-210/06

– Companies are ‘creatures of national law’

– MS have a power to define the connecting factor to be regarded as 

such by the law of the MS and what is necessary to maintain this 

status



Comparing the freedoms 

• Principle of equal treatment on the basis of nationality

underpin the Treaty provisions on workers, services, and 

establishment alike.

• The law on different freedoms has been brought closer together

over time

– More focus on Liberalization of markets/removal of obstacles for all 

Freedoms (rather than on equal treatment for Workers & 

Establishment)



• Compare art 45 (workers) and 56 (services), some overlaps:

– Example: «Posted» workers: business sending its employees to 

work temporarily sent in another MS is «services» as the 

employees do not seek access to the labour market in the host 

State

• Compare services (art 56) and establishment (art 49)

– When does a service provider become established? 

• Permanent versus temporary – «stable and continuous», 

duration, regularity, peridiocity or continuity (Gebhard)



Comparing the freedoms 

• Are the freedoms horizontally applicable?

– TFEU Art 45, 56 and 49 applies horizontally (Angonese, bank) to 

private bodies with regulatory tasks (Wouters), trade unions (Laval, 

Viking) 

– what about purely individual private conduct?



Comparing the freedoms 

• Are the freedoms horizontally applicable?

– TFEU Art 45, 56 and 49 applies horizontally (Angonese, bank) to 

private bodies with regulatory tasks (Wouters), trade unions (Laval, 

Viking) – what about purely individual private conduct?

• The ‘official’ authority exception

– Art 51 TFEU cf. Article 45(4)

• Reyners (Advocate General’s words): «the power of 

enjoying the prerogatives outside the general law, 

privileges of official power, and power of coercion

– C-47/08 Commission v Belgium (notaries’ professsion)



Comparing the freedoms 

• The public policy, security and health justifications

– Art 52 (cf 62) 

– Directive 2004/38, Art 27 (physical persons/citizens)

– Companies are governed by TFEU art 52 &62, general principles 

of EU law, the Charter of Fundamental Rights and the Services 

Directive



NEXT Seminar Tuesday 10 April 16.15-18.00

• Freedom to Provide Cross-Border Services, Article 56 TFEU


